MEMORANDUM TO:

Public Schools District Supervisors
Secondary School Heads

1. In connection with the scheduled Division Patribayan Festival in Edukasyon sa Pagpapakatao (EsP) on November 22, 2016 at the SDO Conference Hall A, the following clarifications/changes are stipulated:
   a. There shall only be one (1) coach from each school who will take charge/handle the four contestants (1 grade 7, 1 grade 8, 1 grade 9, and 1 grade 10).
   b. Every coach shall prepare four questions for every category. It should be encoded and printed on the agreed color coding for every category: white for easy, yellow for average and pink for difficult questions. Easy questions should have four choices while average and difficult questions will have no alternatives. There should be a total of 12 questions from every coach. The size of the paper should be ¾ of long bond paper.
   c. The correct answer should be indicated in the question sheet including its source or reference.
   d. Each team shall be provided with an illustration board where to write the answer, but each team should provide its own board eraser.
   e. There should only be one team from each secondary school.
   f. Questions should be based or taken from the Curriculum Concepts in EsP 7, 8, 9, and 10.

2. The rest of the guidelines for EsP Tagis-Talino contained in Enclosure 7 to Regional Memorandum No. 124, s.2016 shall be followed.

3. For immediate dissemination and strict compliance.

SOCORRO V. DELA ROSA, CESO VI
Schools Division Superintendent